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A policy for quality assurance describes the vision to implement continual

quality management via recurring steps like the following:

1. Regular or continual evaluation of services (both autonomous and co-
delivery) & customer behavior through gap analysis and feedback

2. Identifying of opportunities for improvement (specific to service quality, 
achieve image building and plan for future development) and their 
justifications

3. Deciding on how to improve on the available resources

4. Satisfactory implementing of improvement

5. Achieving of performance excellence or continual improvement of 

effectiveness of the organization’s Business Curves Management System

How can an organization improve its policy for quality assurance based on gap 

analysis or feedback?

An organization can improve its Business Curves Management System for 

effectiveness through the use of a quality policy, set of quality objectives for the 5 

indicators important to a business, audit results, analysis of data, corrective

action, preventive action and management review.
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A Business Curves Management System is primarily related with ensuring 

managerial responsibility for quality in areas of work important for the 

organization. When it comes to planning and implementing steps for quality (and 

managing business patterns), an organization will need  to 

1. Define an organization wide mission

2. Identify the value set important for the organization like People, Products or 
Services, MSME sector convergence, Profits, Communitisation and Social 
responsibility

3. Develop  guiding principles that help the organization design objectives, 
strategies, policies, standard operating procedures, rules, appraisal systems, 
programs and budgets in order to achieve its mission keeping in mind its 
value set 

4. Develop a SMART Convergence methodology that helps your organization 
perpetuate, improve, and balance the agility your organization shows for 
sustainable quality and sufficiency in (both autonomous and co-delivery) safe 
practices.
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How can an organization check the soundness of its policy for quality 

assurance or Approach? 

The approach followed in documenting the Business Curves Management System 

decides the soundness. An organization can develop/design its approach using 

the ISO 9001:2008 standard. The ISO 9001:2008 approach is made up of different 

levels i.e. 

1. Level ‘A’ documents: Consisting of Quality policy, Quality objectives for the 5 

indicators important for the Mission Health Grid and a Quality Manual describing 

the main steps in evaluating customer behavior

2. Level ‘B’ documents: Consisting of Quality procedures and Approach Advisors 

for regulatory, reformatory, and developmental public health priorities 
(including six Mandatory procedures for Control of documents, Control of 
records, Internal audit, Control of nonconforming product or service, Corrective 
action and Preventive action)

3. Level ‘C’ documents: Consisting of documents needed by the organization like

records, forms, standards, specifications, drawings of the healthcare 

infrastructure/facilities etc
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The number of levels of documentation is not mandatory but depends upon 

factors such as:

1. Size of the organization

2. Type of business of the organization and its activities

3. Complexity of processes and their interactions

4. Competence of personnel

5. Service Evaluation and Review technique

However it is a must that the documentation must include:

1. A documented statement of the quality policy and convergence policy

2. A documented statement of quality and convergence objectives

3. A quality manual

4. Documented procedures required by the standard

5. Documents such as procedures, work instructions etc determined as 

necessary for the organization to ensure proper planning, operation and control 
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of the organization’s processes

6. Records required by the standard

7. Records determined by the organization as necessary to ensure effective 

planning, operation and control of the organization’s processes  

Why invest in this handbook?

Performance 
Excellence

Identification 
of areas of 

improvement

Setting up of 
improvement

strategy
Implementation

Increased satisfaction of all 
stakeholders 
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What are the various Quality level indicators and performance indicators 

for continual Quality Management and MSME sector specific convergence?

A. Indicators for autonomous (self-equipped) delivery

1. QoS thrust for the MSME based on a universal profile

2.   Maturity Level for SMART Convergence 

3. Customer satisfaction results

4. Audit evidences or results

5.   Quantity of work done where procedures adopted or standards adhered can 

influence customer behavior (measure of productivity)

6. Quality of work done where procedures adopted or standards adhered can 

influence customer behavior (measure of effectiveness)

7. Qualification of Cost of solution or product or component, it’s delivery and/or 
services (measure of competitive appropriateness for consumer preferences 
and affordability)
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Maturity level is not a mindset or cost of quality interest it is about ownership 

for formulations

AOEC does consider the subject of quality in healthcare to be a vast topic, where 

each organization’s endeavors to meet the need for quality is a journey by itself.

Accreditations/Certifications not only identify standards and also involve the 

experience of improving practices and performance to meet specific levels. 

AOEC’s handbooks can help an organization meet this challenge with a strategy 

that has a simpler learning curve.

Take the NEXT Step, read the sections that follow to understand why the 

SMART Convergence handbook is a handy resource which helps organization 

achieve self-sustenance through Unified enterprise management (UEM).  Unified 

enterprise management (UEM) helps different providers unify for the need for 

quality, which by itself is a complex view in healthcare, i.e. different organizations 

with different learning curves and different policies for quality assurance.

NEXT Steps
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Gap Analysis for Performance 
Problem Solving

(Basic Edition for I-catalog synergy) 

This section includes questions that review 
whether your organization implements 
standardized quality management practices. Your 
team can iterate through these questions to 
understand the current lacunae and thereon 
bridge the gaps.
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Gap Analysis for Improvement
1. Does the organization continually improve the effectiveness of its Business Curves 

Management system? Yes/No/Partially

2. Does the organization take corrective action for non-conformities of common 
importance, Ranked variance, Transportable variance and Afterburners (non-
conformities causing further issues)? Yes/No/Partially

3. Are corrective actions always or nearly always appropriate to the effects of non-
conformities encountered? Yes/No/Partially

4. Is a documented procedure established for corrective action? Yes/No/Partially

5. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for reviewing non-
conformities and customer complaints? Yes/No/Partially

6. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for determining 
causes for non-conformities? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for Improvement

7. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for evaluating the 
need for action to ensure non-conformities do not occur? Yes/No/Partially

8. Is it inclusive of defined requirements for determining and implementing the 
corrective action needed? Yes/No/Partially

9. Does it include defined requirements for records of results for corrective action 
taken? Yes/No/Partially

10. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for reviewing the 
effectiveness of the corrective action taken? Yes/No/Partially

11. Does the organization maintain records of corrective action? Yes/No/Partially

12. Does the organization determine preventive action? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for Improvement

13. Are the preventive actions taken appropriate or nearly always appropriate to the 
effects of the potential problems? Yes/No/Partially

14. Is a documented procedure established for taking preventive action? 
Yes/No/Partially

15. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for determining 
potential non-conformities and their causes? Yes/No/Partially

16. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for evaluating the 
need for action to prevent occurrence of non-conformities? Yes/No/Partially

17. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for accurately 
determining and implementing the action needed to prevent occurrence of non-
conformities? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for Improvement

18. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for accurately 
recording results of preventive action taken? Yes/No/Partially

19. Is the documented procedure inclusive of defined requirements for reviewing the 
effectiveness of preventive action taken? Yes/No/Partially

20. Does the organization maintain records of preventive action? Yes/No/Partially

21. Does the organization share the results and learning from such preventive action 
(within the organization from time to time) to foster proactive involvement? 
Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for Improvement

22. Does the organization plan for accelerators with regard to its people orientation, 
processes orientation, practices orientation, Personalization Gateway orientation, 
Service provider or Solutions provider co-governance (of business specific 
relationships with consultants, partners, suppliers and other interested parties)? 
Yes/No/Partially

Accelerators are strategies for incidence related responses, co-governance 
responses, standardizations, pro-activeness or suggestion based modeling, 
remedial prevention & control.

23. Does the organization identify what needs to improve for its sphere of control? 
Yes/No/Partially

The sphere of control is described by practices design and formulations for stages 
such as organization, intention, visualization, commitment, affirmation, 
momentum and heritage focus.
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Gap Analysis for Improvement

24. Does your organization plan for or implement any of the following Personalization 
Gateway orientation with involvement from the management teams, staff, 
consultants, partners, suppliers and other interested parties? 

1. Program Centre? Yes/No/Partially

2. Resource Centre? Yes/No/Partially

3. Research Centre? Yes/No/Partially

4. Disaster Operations Centre? Yes/No/Partially

5. Other Sustainable Development and Growth Centres (that are specified in 

the due vision by the government)? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for Improvement

• Some questions

• Is a Centre purely hardware and software infrastructure? No

•

• Is a Centre planned using available premises and infrastructure? No

• Will a Centre use technology? Yes, it can use all the latest technology that a 
company like Cisco is offering for IP communications, Unified Communications 
Management and tele-presence etc. 

•

• What could influence this proposal? All this depends upon what your organization 
would like to invest in or implement as technology for unified enterprise services. 

• Due to the need to keep this section brief, and in synch with the assessments, you 
are told to refer to the document titled “SMART Convergence in the MSME sector” 
for more details. 
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Gap Analysis for Continual Business 
Curves Management (CBCM)

(Basic Edition for I-catalog synergy) 

This section includes questions that review 
whether your organization operates for continual 
quality management. Your team can iterate 
through these questions to understand the 
current lacunae and thereon bridge the gaps.
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Risk 
Management Planning

1. Does the organization establish, document, implement and maintain a need for  
continual improvement (pronation)? Yes/No/Partially

2. Does the organization take steps to continually improve the effectiveness of its 
organizational structures? Yes/No/Partially

3. Does the organization determine the vision/mission/ownership intent needed for 
continual improvement (pronation) throughout the organization? Yes/No/Partially

4. Does the organization determine the visualization (identification of an approach, 
readiness, sequence, agility and interaction) needed for the determined processes 
for continual improvement (pronation)? Yes/No/Partially

5. Does the organization determine commitment, criteria and methods needed to 
ensure that both the operation and control of determined processes are effective 
for continual improvement (pronation)? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Risk 
Management Planning

6. Does the organization ensure the affirmation within the organization for continual 
improvement (pronation) via the availability of resources (such as human 
resources, infrastructure and work environment) and information necessary to 
support the operation and monitoring of determined processes? Yes/No/Partially

.

7.    Does the organization promote momentum for continual improvement 
(pronation) by monitoring, measuring (where applicable), and analyzing the 
determined processes? Yes/No/Partially

8. Does the organization implement P2PC (Plan to prevent and control) actions 
necessary to achieve planned results and continual improvement (pronation) of 
the determined processes? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Risk 
Identification

9. Does the organization manage the determined processes in accordance with the 
any standard/accreditation level/heritage based insight (where the organization 
identifies risks and mitigates impact to the environment)? Yes/No/Partially

10. Does the organization implement risk assessment of the dynamics (like availability 
of resources, facility utilization costs, non-conformity costs, process failures, 
remedial response failures, continual ownership based outcome failures, and costs 
due to wastage of materials in operation and control or costs due to wastage of 
time in P2PC actions)? Yes/No/Partially

11. Does the organization maintain any process to control its emergence or self-
conditioning needed to demonstrate continual improvement (pronation) apart 
from a need to maintain quality of service (via TQM based case reviews to Secure 
practices, Manage processes, Govern operations and Provide Feedback for 
Autonomic Error Reduction) ? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Qualitative Risk 
Analysis 

12. Does the organization implement Risk probability and impact assessment for its 
processes, emergence processes and risk response planning? Yes/No/Partially

Reporting non-conformities of Common importance, Ranked variance, 
Transportable variance and Afterburners (non-conformities causing further 
issues)

Does the organization implement Failure Mode Cause and Effect Analysis (FMCEA) 
for its processes, emergence processes and risk response planning? 
Yes/No/Partially

Does the organization implement Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) for its 
processes, emergence processes and risk response planning? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Quantitative 
Risk Analysis 

13. Does the organization implement data gathering and representation techniques 
for risk analysis / risk probability/ impact assessment of its processes, emergence 
processes and risk response planning? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Risk Response 
Planning

14. Does the organization identify and improve upon processes (specific to baselining, 
critical control variables, critical operations based objectivity variables, germinal 
reporting services etc) as part of its risk response planning? 

15. Has the organization defined in its Business Curves Management based system the 
type and extent of control that is to be applied to such processes as part of its risk 
response planning? Yes/No/Partially

16. Does the organization ensure control over such processes as part of its risk 
response planning? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Risk Monitoring 
and Control

17. Does the organization implement risk assessment of its processes, emergence 
processes and risk response planning? 

18. Does the organization plan for and implement risk audits for its processes, 
emergence processes and their risk response planning? Yes/No/Partially

19. Does the organization ensure control over its processes, emergence processes and 
their risk response planning via Variance and Trend Analysis? Yes/No/Partially

20. Does the organization ensure control over its processes, emergence processes and 
their risk response planning via performance measurement using determined 
processes? Yes/No/Partially

21. Does the organization ensure control over its processes, emergence processes and 
their risk response planning via timely discussions and meetings keeping in mind 
other interested parties? Yes/No/Partially
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Gap Analysis for CBCM Risk Monitoring 
and Control

22. Does the organization ensure control over its (premium experiences) uniqueness / 
credibility building processes, emergence processes and their risk response 
planning via FMCEA/FMEA practices? Yes/No/Partially

23. Does the organization ensure control over its CCMA (Climate Change Mitigation 
and Adaptation) approaches in processes, emergence processes and their risk 
response planning via FMCEA/FMEA practices? Yes/No/Partially

You can refer to the toolkit to understand how your answers to this gap analysis 
can help your organization design systematic programs for quality assurance and 
conformance, and thereon work as a forward-thinking MSME organization.

You can request for your copy of the toolkit,  if this solution is of business interest. 
Please send your request to venkataoec@gmail.com or call the consultant on 
+919342867666. For the sake of interest, this document is an excerpt of AOEC’s 
delivery for Continual Excellence in Healthcare.
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